ADC FESTIVAL OF ART + CRAFT IN ADVERTISING AND DESIGN

ADC 93rd ANNUAL AWARDS CELEBRATION, NIGHT ONE - BASS MUSEUM - WINNERS
DESIGN
GOLD: 10 CUBES

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, OUTDOOR/BILLBOARD

**HAKUHODO INC.** for dmg:: events Japan Co., Ltd., “White Shadow”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, WILD POSTINGS

**Draftfcb Chicago** for Valspar, “Cityscapes”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, POSTER TYPOGRAPHY

**MR DESIGN** for Tama Art University, “Tamabi”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, POSTER TYPOGRAPHY

**Purpose** for Mucho and AIGA San Francisco, “San Fran Poster”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, POSTER TYPOGRAPHY

**Leo Burnett Tailor Made** for FIAT, “Letters: Alphabet”

DESIGN, CORPORATE/PROMOTIONAL DESIGN PRINT, CORPORATE IDENTITY PROGRAM

**Anti** for Bergen International Festival, “Branding Identity Campaign for Bergen International Festival (Festspillene i Bergen)”

DESIGN, BRANDING, BRANDING CAMPAIGN

**Anti** for Bergen International Festival, “Branding Identity Campaign for Bergen International Festival (Festspillene i Bergen)”
DESIGN
GOLD: 10 CUBES

DESIGN, ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN, RETAIL/RESTAURANT/OFFICE/OUTDOOR OR VEHICLE
  Iyamadesign Inc. for Kamoi Kakoshi Co., Ltd., “mt ex awashima”

DESIGN, BRANDING, BRANDING CAMPAIGN
  Studio Dumbar for Alzheimer Nederland, “Alzheimer Nederland”

DESIGN, STUDENT THESIS
  Katharina Shiessler for University for Applied Sciences Augsburg,
  “Secret – Between Hiding and Revealing (Geheim – Zwischen Verbergen und Enthüllen)”
DESIGN
SILVER: 17 CUBES

DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, LIMITED EDITION/PRIVATE PRESS OR SPECIAL FORMAT BOOK

- Loftwork Inc. for FabCafe LLP, “FabCafe Brand Book”
- Do Not Design for John Clang, “Being Together by John Clang”
- Helen Yentus for Riverhead Books, “On Such a Full Sea”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, POSTER TYPOGRAPHY

- Grand Deluxe Inc. for Amami Home, “AMAMI HOME”

DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, IMAGE-DRIVEN BOOK


DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, MUSEUM, GALLERY OR LIBRARY BOOK


DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, TYPOGRAPHY

- MR_DESIGN for Tama Art University, “TAMABI”

DESIGN, CORPORATE/PROMOTIONAL DESIGN PRINT, BOOKLET/BROCHURE

- Re: for IAG, “IAG Rap Document”
DESIGN
SILVER: 17 CUBES

DESIGN, CORPORATE/PROMOTIONAL DESIGN PRINT, CORPORATE IDENTITY PROGRAM

Yasuhide Arai for The Tokyo Ballet, “Human is Beautiful”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, PROMOTIONAL

Dentsu Inc. for SANYO SHOKAI LTD., “Embroidery Poster for ‘100 Year Warranty Coat’”

Dentsu Inc. for Yoshida Hideo Memorial Foundation/Advertising Museum Tokyo, “The Beautiful Black List”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, OUTDOOR/BILLBOARD

601Bisang for Gallery IANG, “4 Emotions’ Eye”

DESIGN, PACKAGE DESIGN, FOOD/BEVERAGE

SID LEE for Blue Goose, “Blue Goose”

DESIGN, PRODUCT DESIGN, FASHION/APPAREL/WEARABLE

Wieden+Kennedy Tokyo for Oh My Glasses Inc., “TYPE”

DESIGN, ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN, WINDOW DISPLAY/MERCHANDISING

Draftfcb Chicago for Valspar, “Holiday”

DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, BOOK JACKET

Jeong Woo Kim for School of Visual Arts, “EH Book Series”
DESIGN
BRONZE: 17 CUBES

DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, BOOK JACKET

Here Design for Martin Morales, “Ceviche”

DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, MUSEUM, GALLERY OR LIBRARY BOOK


DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, PROMOTIONAL

Dentsu Inc. for Shiga Art School, “Rolling Eggs”

DESIGN, CORPORATE/PROMOTIONAL DESIGN PRINT, LOGO/TRADEMARK


DESIGN, EDITORIAL DESIGN: MAGAZINE, MAGAZINE COVER

Jeesun Bae for Kyunghyang Article, “Kyunghyang (Article)”

DESIGN, CORPORATE/PROMOTIONAL DESIGN PRINT, BUSINESS CARD

The Partners for Henry Wood, “Henry Wood”

DESIGN, CORPORATE/PROMOTIONAL DESIGN PRINT, POSTCARD/GREETING CARD

Naonori Yago for LAFORET HARAJUKU, “LAFORET PRIVATE PARTY”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, POSTER TYPOGRAPHY

OCD for Image of the Studio, “Rebranding the USA”
DESIGN
BRONZE: 17 CUBES

DESIGN, PACKAGE DESIGN, FOOD/BEVERAGE

Dentsu Inc. for The Mainichi Newspapers, “News Bottle”

DESIGN, PRODUCT DESIGN, RECREATION: SPORTS, TOYS OR GAMES

Office for Wee Society, “Wee You-Things Blocks”

Kolle Rebbe GmbH for GEO, “Meltdown”

DESIGN, EDITORIAL DESIGN: MAGAZINE, MAGAZINE FULL ISSUE

Fabrica for Colors Magazine, “COLORS 86- MAKING THE NEWS”

DESIGN, PRODUCT DESIGN, ELECTRONICS: APPLIANCES OR HOUSEWARES

aruliden for AM, “A Movement Against Screen Schmutz”

DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, IMAGE-DRIVEN BOOK

Justin Guariglia for His Royal Highness the Sultan of Johor/Her Royal Highness Raja Zarith, “Johor: Asia Latitude One”

DESIGN, BRANDING, BRANDING CAMPAIGN

Red Peak for Free Arts NYC, “Free Arts NYC Brand Identity”

DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, IMAGE-DRIVEN BOOK

Ryan Wood, Artem Nazarov for Portfolio Center, “NO CAMERAS”

DESIGN, STUDENT THESIS

Nadja Barth for University of the Arts Bremen, “UNTRAGBAR”
DESIGN
MERIT: 6 CERTIFICATES

DESIGN, CORPORATE/PROMOTIONAL DESIGN PRINT

Hambly & Woolley Inc. for Flash Reproductions, “BEES”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, OUTDOOR/BILLBOARD

Denstu Inc. for Tokai Polytechnic College, “Single Stroke Architecture”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, PROMOTIONAL

Hakuhodo Inc. for Yamaguchi Center for Arts and Media, “Ryuichi Sakamoto’s concerts”

DESIGN, ENVIRONMENT DESIGN, WAYFINDING SYSTEMS/SIGNAGE

Pentagram Design for New York City Department of Transportation, “Walk NYC Pedestrian Wayfinding”

DESIGN, BOOK DESIGN, BOOK JACKET

Ben Grandgenett for School of Visual Arts, “Kafka Series”

DESIGN, POSTER DESIGN, PROMOTIONAL

Kathy Mueller for Temple University, “Swell Swells”
PHOTOGRAPHY
GOLD: 3 CUBES

PHOTOGRAPHY, MAGAZINE EDITORIAL, FEATURE STORY


PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY GENERAL, PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION

Juniper Park for Canadian Journalists for Free Expression, “CJFE - Information is Ammunition”

PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY GENERAL, BOOK
(COMMERCIALLY PUBLISHED)

PHOTOGRAPHY
SILVER: 3 CUBES

PHOTOGRAPHY, MAGAZINE EDITORIAL, TRAVEL


PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY GENERAL, NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENT

Leo Burnett Toronto for Procter & Gamble - Bounce, “Repels Pet Hair”

PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY GENERAL, MISCELLANEOUS

Chris Turner for 125 Magazine, “Birth”
PHOTOGRAPHY

BRONZE: 3 CUBES

PHOTOGRAPHY, MAGAZINE EDITORIAL, MAGAZINE COVER


PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY GENERAL, MAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENT

DDB New York for WATERisLIFE, “Hashtag Killer”

PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY GENERAL, SELF-PROMOTION

Beth Galton for Beth Galton, “Texture Series”
PHOTOGRAPHY
MERIT: 8 CERTIFICATES

PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY GENERAL, SELF-PROMOTION

Christian Schmidt for Christian Schmidt, “When the Fog Comes...”

Beth Galton for Beth Galton, “Cut Food Series”

Markku Lahdesmaki for Markku Lahdesmaki Photography, “Finnish Tango Night”

PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY GENERAL, MISCELLANEOUS


Henrik Knudsen Photography for OSMOS Magazine, “How to Make a Pie”


PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY GENERAL, CORPORATE/PROMOTIONAL PRINT (ANNUAL REPORTS, BROCHURES, ETC.)

Dentsu Inc. for Shiga Art School, “Rolling Eggs”
ILLUSTRATION
GOLD: 2 CUBES

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, POSTER OR BILLBOARD

Edel Rodriquez for Opera Grand Rapids, “Opera Posters”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, MISCELLANEOUS

Tavis Coburn for Fox Sports, “Crowd Goes Wild”
ILLUSTRATION
SILVER: 3 CUBES

ILLUSTRATION, MAGAZINE EDITORIAL, FEATURE STORY

“All Is Fair in Love and Twitter”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, POSTER OR BILLBOARD

Dentsu Inc. for Tokai Polytechnic College,
“Single Stroke Architecture”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, BOOK
(COMMERCINGALLY PUBLISHED)

MailChimp for Mailchimp,
“Adventures of Freddie and Mannie Comic Set”
ILLUSTRATION
BRONZE: 7 CUBES

ILLUSTRATION, MAGAZINE EDITORIAL, MISCELLANEOUS

*Shout* for Internazionale Magazine, “Internazionale Calendar”

ILLUSTRATION, MAGAZINE EDITORIAL, MAGAZINE COVER


ILLUSTRATION, MAGAZINE EDITORIAL, FEATURE STORY


ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, MAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENT

*DDB New York* for NYC Ballet, “Faile, Art Series”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, BOOK
(COMMERCIALLY PUBLISHED)

*Raffinerie AG* for Reto Ehrbar “RUGABU”

*Yenting Kuo* for 2GAO, “Storypoem”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, ICON DESIGN DIGITAL

*Sylvain Boyer* for Icons Times, “Icons Times”
ILLUSTRATION
MERIT: 9 CERTIFICATES

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, MISCELLANEOUS

Interbrand for Microsoft, “Hole in the World - Uniting Rival Fans”

ILLUSTRATION, MAGAZINE EDITORIAL, MAGAZINE COVER

John Earles for Cite Magazine/Rice Design Alliance, “Cite 91”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, POSTER OR BILLBOARD

Tomi Um for MONOCLE, “The Perfect Department Store”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, PACKAGE ILLUSTRATION

Zulu Alpha Kilo for Modelo Molson Imports LP, “Corona Day of the Dead”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, ICON DESIGN PRINT

3e-The Life Time Agency for Life Time Fitness, “Life Time Kids Academy”

Maelle Doliveux for Personal/Self Promotion, “OULIPO Theatre Posters”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, POSTER OR BILLBOARD

Jody Hewgill for Moontower Comedy & Oddity Fest, “The Fire Breathing Comedian”

ILLUSTRATION, ILLUSTRATION GENERAL, SELF-PROMOTION

Enzo Paras-Labourdette for Academy Minerva, “Under the deep dark sea”

ILLUSTRATION, STUDENT THESIS

Christopher Chai for School of Visual Arts, “The Bovinian Assembly”
ADVERTISING (PRINT)
SILVER: 2 CUBES

ADVERTISING, PRESS, MAGAZINE CONSUMER ADVERTISEMENT

Arnold Worldwide for Truth, “Profiles Print Campaign”

ADVERTISING, PRESS, NEWSPAPER CONSUMER ADVERTISEMENT

Prolam Young & Rubicam for Unicef, “Class”
ADVERTISING (PRINT)
BRONZE: 7 CUBES

ADVERTISING, PRESS, NEWSPAPER CONSUMER ADVERTISEMENT

Leo Burnett Tailor Made for Fiat, “Letters: F,N,R”

ADVERTISING, PRESS, MAGAZINE CONSUMER ADVERTISEMENT

Leo Burnett Tailor Made for Fiat, “Letters: F,N,R”

ADVERTISING, PRESS CRAFT, ART DIRECTION

Prolam Young & Rubicam for Unicef, “Class”

Y&R Prague for PHD Bikes a.s.
“Harley Davidson-Stop reading. Start Living.”

ADVERTISING, PRESS CRAFT, COPYWRITING

Leo Burnett London for BITC, “CVs”

ADVERTISING, POSTER OR BILLBOARD, PROMOTIONAL

Irina Siraeva, Angie Talavera for School of Visual Arts,
“VICTORIA’S SECRET Divorce Rate”

ADVERTISING, POSTER OR BILLBOARD, OUTDOOR/BILLBOARD

BETC for Evian, “Baby & Me”
ADVERTISING (PRINT)
MERIT: 4 CERTIFICATES

ADVERTISING, PRESS, NEWSPAPER CONSUMER ADVERTISEMENT

DraftFCB for Sharpie, “Points”

ADVERTISING, PRESS, MAGAZINE CONSUMER ADVERTISEMENT

Leo Burnett Tailor Made for Fiat, “Letters: N”
Leo Burnett Tailor Made for Fiat, “Letters: R”

ADVERTISING, PRESS CRAFT, ART DIRECTION

F/Nazca Saatchi & Saatchi for Leica Store São Paulo, “Soul”